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Welcome

Hello  and welcome to the latest issue of our newsletter, GBC News.

In this issue there is news of some of our recent project appointments and

completions; there’s an article on waste water recycling and news of our recent

involvement with the LABC awards.

There is also news of one of our recent CPD courses that we delivered for Darkin

Architects in Llanelli.

The main image, above, is of One Blackfriars, London, a stunning new residential and

leisure development, where we are working with the hotel fit-out contractor to ensure
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they meet their BREEAM obligations. 

If you would like more information about any of the featured stories or would like to

arrange a CPD course for your company don’t hesitate to get in touch.

Jonathan Ridd

Managing Director

GreenBuild Consult

T: 0333 355 3610

E: jonathan.ridd@greenbuildconsult.co.uk
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One Blackfriars, London

GreenBuild has been appointed by

hotel fit-out contractor, Zenith, to

ensure they fulfil their BREEAM

obligations for the new hotel that will

form part of the stunning One

Blackfriars residential and leisure

development in central London,

where the largest 6,000sq ft suites

are selling for up to £23m. 

GreenBuild will be providing advice and ensuring correct information is sent to the

existing BREEAM assessor to ensure that their assessment can be completed. The

development is aiming to achieve a BREEAM Excellent rating.

BREEAM accreditation

The new Jaguar Land Rover

showroom and workshop in Preston

has recently launched, which is on

target to achieve a BREEAM rating on

Excellent.

Client: Inchcape

mailto:jonathan.ridd@greenbuildconsult.co.uk
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Architects: Taylor Design Architects

Main contractor: Hantall Developments

LABC Awards

On Friday 27 April staff from GreenBuild Consult, one of the corporate sponsors,

attended the regional LABC Awards event, which took place at the Vale Resort,

Hensol, South Wales.

Category winners for each area were judged with the overall winners qualifying for the

LABC Grand Finals in London, which takes places later in the year.

Commenting on the event GreenBuild Consult’s MD, Jon Ridd, said: “We’re delighted

to be one of the LABC’s sponsors and to be involved with an event that showcases

such talented companies that are based in and around South Wales."

.

Visit our new website

Pouring money down the drain?

http://greenbuildconsult.co.uk/


Tom King, a trainee sustainability consultant at GreenBuild Consult, explains how

Waste Water Heat Recovery Systems (WWHRS) can help with Part L Compliance.

Waste Water Heat Recovery Systems (WWHRS) are simple, energy efficient devices

that can be fitted onto showers and baths to heat incoming mains water, which reduces

the demand on other water heating systems.

Find out more 

CPD sessions in demand
Alex Johansen, one of the company’s

sustainability consultants, recently delivered a

CPD session at Darkin Architects in Llanelli. 

The 2-hour session focused on Building

Regulations compliance, which was very well

received. 

GreenBuild Consult’s CPD sessions typically last

for 2 hours and are offered free of charge.
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About Us

At GreenBuild Consult our aim is to

improve the built environment and

create truly sustainable buildings. 

We provide responsive and innovative

solutions that generate long-term

environmental and commercial value

for every client…. MORE
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